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DIGEST

The electromagnetic geophysical survey on this 

property has located an anomalous conductive zone running 

northwest-southeast through Johnson Lake.

This is believed to be caused by the fracturing 

of the geologically important Montreal River fault system 

which is projected to pass through this lake.

In addition three smaller anomalous zones are 

shown on the maps accompanying this report. These are 

apparently caused by east-west fracturing. Because of 

their proximity to the Montreal River fault zone it is 

recommended that they be examined by drilling.

Four exploratory drill holes are recommended to 

test these zones. Information about the cause of the con 

ductive conditions will be obtained,md also the sequence 

of geological formations. Further drilling may then be 

recommended.
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INTRODUCTION

Through March 21st to April 8, 1971, VLF EM16 

electromagnetic surveys, and a magnetometer survey, were 

completed on taped picket lines on this fourteen claim property. 

Two claims were staked during the course of the geophysical sur 

vey on March 24, 1971.

The geophysical surveying was arranged for by Mr. Mark 

Rash, the President, of M. Rash 4 Co Limited, who has made pay 

ments for this survey and report to this date.

The picket lines to position the geophysical measure 

ment were cut and taped by Mr. T. D. Brown of North Cobalt, who 

supplied a topographic map showing the lines cut and taped, and 

other features on the property.

The property is rather rough with many large and steep 

outcrops: almost inaccessible with snow on the ground. Second- 

growth timber covers most of the property. There is much low- 

growing brush.
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The weather was excellent for this work. Cool 

nights and bright warm days kept the snow in good condition 

for snowshoeing. The ice on Johnson Lake was quite safe during 

the term of the survey.

Location, Area, Accessibility and Topography

The fourteen claim group is located in Blocks 58 and 

59, and 6? and 68 in Gillies Limit Township, Ontario. The area 

is somewhat less than 560 acres because of the small size of some 

of the claims. All of Johnson Lake is included in this group; it 

extends almost one mile across the property in a northwest-south 

east direction just west of the railroad.

Part of the claims straddle Highway No. 11, about five 

miles south of the Latchford Bridge. A gas pipe line crosses the 

property and also the Ontario Northland Railway.
*

The Block designation in Gillies Limit Township is un 

usual in Ontario land surveying practice. Gillies Limit is an 

original timber concession. It was divided into square blocks , 

one mile on the side. In some cases the iron corner posts can 

not be found now. For claim staking this township is considered 

to be not surveyed. Therefore the area of a claim is determined 

by the position of the corner posts when the claim is staked.

Twelve claims comprised the original group. A geo 

physical anomaly was found in the early part of the survey on 

Johnson lake near the south boundary of the property. Two more
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claims were staked and included in the group in order to control 

an extension of the anomaly. The additional two claims were geo- 

physically examined.

The topography is rough with some very steep rock'cliffs 

 50 and 60 feet high. Between the rock outcrops there are large 

areas of thick second-growth balsam, pine, pofLar and birch. The 

ever-present low-growing brush makes travel difficult.

The land Survey

The picket lines to position the geophysical measure-, 

ments were laid out 2*00 feet apart in a north-south direction, and 

marked at 100 foot intervals. Base-lines and tie-lines with marked 

pickets at 100 foot intervals were laid out east-west and cut across 

the north-south lines in order to determine the spacing between the 

lines.

On Johnson Lake the lines were laid out 200 feet apart 

because an important geological condition crosses this lake.

Mr. T. D. Brown, the contractor for the line survey, , 

supplied a map on a scale of one inch equals 200 feet, showing 

the lines and their designation. On this map he also shows the 

position of the railroad, gas pipe line, roads, trails and lakes. 

This map was used as the base for the maps accompanying this 

report showing the geophysical results.

The lines were well cut out and blazed, and conspicuous
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marking pickets were solidly grounded in the snow. These 

pickets should be driven into the ground after the snow melts 

away.

17.47 miles of line were cut and taped for the 

positioning of the geophysical survey measurements. The cost - 

of this work at #80,00 per mile is 01,397.60, plus 0100.00 for 

staking two claims, 266522 and 266523, during the course of the 

line cutting.
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THE GEOLOGY 

Geophysical Correlation with the Geology

Geophysical measurements act as a guide to indicate 

favorable mineralogical and geological conditions at depth in 

an area considered to be suitable for the deposition of ore 

minerals.

Geophysical results must be prepared and mapped in 

such a way that they may be translated into geological terms 

and possibilities in order to be of asistance in the exolor- 

ation and testing of a mining property. Some geological know 

ledge must be available in order to derive the maximum benefit 

from a geophysical examination.

Governmental Maps and Reports

There is only one geological map of the area with its 

accompanying report. This is the one inch equals one mile map 

entitled "Map of the Cobalt-Nickel-Arsenic-Silver Area near 

Lake Temiskaming, Ontario", to accompany the 4th Edition of 

Report by Willet G. Miller, Provincial Geologist, in Part 2 

of the Nineteenth Report of the Bureau of Mines, 1910.

An aeromagnetic map, scale one inch, equals one mile, 

shows the airborne magnetic results over the area. This map 

is sheet 31-K/5, "Cobalt", Map 14920, available from the 

Ontario Department, of Mines.
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It is obvious that this whole area should have been 

geologically mapped in the last half century. Highway No. 11 

and many bush roads render this area quite accessible for a 

visual inspection of all of the outcrops.

The Regional, and the Local Geology

The property was covered with snow during the course 

of the geophysical examination so that only the larger outcrops 

could be identified during the course of the field work. These 

corresponded to the geology as napped by Miller.

The basement Keewatin rocks are composed of a series 

of acid to basic lava flows interbedded with tuffs and breccias. 

These formations have been violently folded so that now they are 

in a more or less vertical attitude. Their strike is generally 

east-west with large variations, and they may be overfolded. 

Masses of magnetic basic rock complicate the sequence. Large 

outcrops of Algoman granite are mapped one mile to the west of 

the area surveyed. The above formations are completely covered . 

by flat-lying Huronian sediments, and diabase, of unknown thick 

ness on the property.

In Huronian time, Cobalt series sediments were laid 

down on the erosional surface of the basement rocks. Erosion 

and glaciation then removed much of these sediments so that 

today they may be only a few feet thick in places. Nearby but 

off the property, -windows in the sediments expose the basement 

rocks.
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* Younger dikes cut across all of the older formations, 

usually with a vertical attitude. In some cases they nay be traced 

in a more or less straight line for many miles. In places these 

dikes are magnetic.

The flat-lying Nipissing diabase sill outcrops as a wide 

belt with an easterly-westerly trend near the south and the east 

sides of the property. It is expected to intrude under the sedi 

ments at a rather flat angle to the north.

The Montreal River fault system is projected to pass in 

the vicinity of Johnson Lake with a northwest-southeast strike. 

This fault system is traced for more than 100 miles, from Mb Lake 

to the south, and to the north it is in the vicinity of Texas Gulf c
*

Kidd Township discovery near Timmins. A number of mines are located 

near this fault. It is believed to be an important factor in the 

deposition of mineralized bodies.

Economic Geological Considerations

Well-mineralized showings at the surface have been known 

for many years in this area. In the Huronian sediments black 

chloritic spotted alteration is found. This is believed to be a 

favorable indication of nearby silver deposits. In the Cobalt area 

proper wherever silver veins are found, this spotted alteration is 

also found nearby. However t his chloritic alteration is also found 

where silver deposits have not been located as yet.

Only a few diamond drill holes have been drilled on this 

property in the vicinity of N1900-E3200 in 1962.
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THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

General

Two geophysical methods are used for this examination.

The Very Low Frequency (VLF) method, made possible by 

the development of the Tlonka EKL6 Receiver, is used to indicate 

zones of relatively higher conductivity, usually caused by shear 

ing, faulting, fracturing and conductive sulphides in the bedrock.

The relative distribution of the magnetic minerals in 

the underlying bedrock will be shown by accurate recordings of 

the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field at the 

surface.

A comparison of the results of the two methods will 

assist in the interpretation of the geophysical data into geo 

logical and mineralogical possibilities.

The VLF Method and Procedure for Geophysical Prospecting

Very Low Frequency (VLF) transmitters (15 to 25 kHz)
*

are located all over the world. These transmitters originate 

Morse Code and pulsed continuous wave carriers. Their particular 

application is for world-wide communication with submarines under 

conductive seawater, VLF radiation has considerable penetration 

into the earth.

The radiation is vertically polarized and propagates 

radially in straight lines concentrically from the transmitter.
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The radiation is characterized by low path attenuation which is 

relatively stable with time.

Changes in the usual propagation pattern of VLF radia 

tion are introduced by such factors as land-sea boundaries, and 

changes in the ground characteristics. Good conductors in the 

earth, such as sulphides and graphite zones, and shears and faults 

of some considerable dimension, will have a tendency to concentrate 

and locally distort VLP radiation. Artificial conductors such as 

pipe lines, fences, electric lines and railroad tracks distort 

these fields.

VLF transmissions are most strongly concentrated by 

electrically conductive zones with a strike or longitudinal 

dimension along the radial path of propagation from each trans 

mitter. Where the strike of the conductive zones is not known 

it is advisable to record the VLF results from two VIF trans 

mitters whose azimuth from the area of survey is about 90* 

degrees apart. In this case the radiation from the transmitters 

at Balboa, C.Z., and Jim Creek, Washington were used. Their * 

azimuth direction is about 180 degrees and 285 degrees, re 

spectively .

The Ronka EM16 receiver for VLF radiation has two 

directional antenna at right angles. By means of earphones 

and null directional reception, the azimuth to the transmitting 

station is determined, and the dip of the field at right angles 

to this azimuth, and the phase difference, from point to point in
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the area of survey may be recorded. Two transmitting stations 

may be used for determining these parameters. Readings are usually 

taken at 100 foot intervals along profile lines crossing the general 

geological strike of the area examined. Conductive zones are in 

dicated by anomalous dips of the field in the vicinity, with a 

vertical orientation directly over a conductive zone. When the 

dips are recorded and plotted on a map, the conductive zones may 

be traced and the dip of the conductive zone may be indicated also. 

For conductive bodies parallel to the profile lines a careful ex 

amination of the results is necessary to determine the axis.

The^Magnetic Survey

The recordings are made by means of an accurate magnetic 

vertical component zero-balance adjusted to a sensitivity of ten 

gammas per scale division.

The magnetic component at any point on the surface will 

usually differ from the average value for the region. Anomalous 

intensities are caused by magnetic minerals below. The magnetic' 

susceptibility of rocks is generally accounted for by the contained 

magnetite although other magnetic minerals such as pyrrhotite may 

contribute to the observed intensity.

This method is used for the direct location of magnetic 

minerals such as magnetite. Jfegnetic surveys may assist in geo 

logical mapping. The plotted results, when compared with known 

geological conditions, frequently yield information for the solution
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of geological problems, especially where the bedrock is hidden 

by overburden. Magnetic anomalies are often found associated with 

format i onal contacts and structural features. Dikes and faults may 

be located and traced. The depth to the upper magnetic pole may be 

estimated under favorable conditions where large tabular magnetic 

deposits occur.

Zones of stronger magnetic intensity indicate concentra 

tions of magnetite and pyrrhotite. These minerals often accompany 

valuable non-magnetic mineral concentrations. On the other hand a 

lower magnetic intensity may signify important zones of alteration 

where magnetite is changed to non-magnetic minerals.

C
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THE RESULTS OF THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

The Maps (numbered 71-75-1. -2 and -3)

Accompanying this report are three naps drawn on a 

scale of one inch equals 200 feet. On these maps the taped and 

picketed north-south lines are shown with their related base- and 

tie-lines. These are traced from a map made by T. D. Brown who 

carried out the line-cutting contract. Johnson Lake is shown, 

together with Highway No, 11, the gas pipe line and the Ontario 

Northland Railroad line. Mining claim numbers are shown on a 

location map, scale four inches equals one mile, in a cprner of 

the larger map. Wherever found, the claim posts are also shown.

The geophysical anomalies are shown on all of these 

maps, and also the locations chosen for further examination by 

drilling.

Maps numbered 71-75-1 and -2 show the results of the 

VLF examinations using the radiation from the Jim Creek trans 

mitter to the west in the State of Washington, and the radia 

tion from the transmitter at Balboa to the south in the Panama 

Canal Zone, respectively.

The dip of the VLF field together with a quadrature 

phase difference is plotted as a percentage, using the picketed 

survey lines as a zero base. These are distinctively colored in 

red and blue for identification and correlation.

Map No, .71-75-3 shows the results of the magnetic
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examination. The relative magnetic vertical component is shown 

in gammas on the profile lines examined. In order to avoid con 

tinuous repetition in the plotting of the magnetic results, 50,000 

gammas are deducted from the observed magnetic intensity. lines 

of equal intensity are drawn. Areas with intensities more than 

8400 gammas are colored -blue, and the intensity contours below 

8000 gammas are colored red.

The Results of the VLF Surveys (Maps 71-75-1 and -2}

One major zone of VLF anomalies is traced across 

Johnson Lake in a general northwest-southeast direction , These 

are believed to indicate the fracturing of the Montreal River 

fault system.

In addition, several short isolated anomalies are found 

to the west with a general east-west trend.

Four sections are recommended to be tested by drilling.

Artificial conductors distort the VLF field. These are 

the electric line along Highway No. 11, the 36-inch gas pipe line, 

and the telegraph lines and the metal tracks of the railroad. These 

disturbances are quite violent^ but the interpretation of the an 

omalies to be tested is quite valid.

17.26 miles of VLF observations were completed with read 

ings at 100 foot intervals on lines 200 and 400 feet apart. At 

each observation point the VLF parameters from the radiation of 

the Jim Creek transmitter to the west in the State of Washington
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were recorded. In addition, 10.1? miles of VLF readings were 

made with the radiation from the Balboa transmitter to the south 

in the Panama Canal Zone. This latter station is not very satis 

factory in its operation as it is shut off for days at a time.

The charge for the VLF geophysical survey with the 

report and maps is #1,380.00.

The Results of the Magnetic Survey (Map No. 71-75-3)

The vertical component of the earth's magnetic field 

was measured at 50 foot intervals on lines 400 feet and 200 feet 

apart in the vicinity of the VLF anomalies.

The magnetic anomalies found show lower magnetic in 

tensity at the VLF indications of conductive zones. The results 

of the magnetic survey are disappointing. Usually on a property 

of this size in this area, magnetic anomalies are found that may
*

have more geological significance.

The magnetic intensity varies from a low of 57,970 

gammas to a high of 58,650 gammas, with the average reading 

about 58,400 gammas. These are minor magnetic variations' for 

this area.

3.36 miles of magnetic observations were made at 50 foot 

intervals on lines 200 and 400 feet apart. The charge for the 

magnetic survey with the report and maps is #260.00.
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prilling Recommendations

Four drill sites are selected for testing the VLF 

anomalies. These are listed below more or less in the sequence 

of priority for drilling.

Coordinates of 
drill site

V

2/

3/

k/

N1200

S0030

SHOO

S1400

B0200

E0400

S1200

E2600

Dip 
of hole

-45*

-45*

-45*

-45 *

Length of 
hole in feet

570

570

570

570

Azimuth 
of hole

185*

180*

150*

40*

This totals 2280 feet of drilling more or less. 

At #5.00 per foot at this time, the cost will be about 111,000.00. 

Supervision, logging and assaying may .add another #3.00 per foot 

so that the cost of the drilling will be about $19,000.00.

After the core is logged, the minerals located may 

justify drilling at some other horizon or along strike. These 

other locations may be readily selected from the geophysical 

results plotted on J&p No. 71-75-1. . *

" /J
H?
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Electromagnetic VLF evidence of the fracturing of the 

Montreal River fault system is found on the property under Johnson 

Lake. This zone has the expected strike of about northwest-south 

east .

Nearby several isolated east-west'conductive zones are 

also found.

Magnetic measurements surrounding the VLF anomalies in 

dicate lower magnetic intensity for the conductive zones, so that 

concentrations of magnetic minerals should not be expected in 

these zones.

In the Cobalt camp silver veins are found in or near 

diabase. In exploring for silver it is important to know the 

sequence of the formations so that a test hole may be directed 

to the more favorable formation where they are fractured and 

electrically conductive.

Four sections have been selected to be tested by 

drilling, in the sequence as numbered on the previous page and 

on the accompanying maps. With the information gained by this 

drilling further exploratory holes may be laid out.

In the meantime, this report is,

ictfully submitted,

lUgi&s Burton, P. Eng. 
Geopjftysicist

Cobalt, Ontario 
April 22nd, 1971
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* CERTIFICATE TO ACCOMPANY THE REPORT OF 

THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY ON THE PROPERTY OF 

LOBO MINES 4 EXPLORATIONS LIMITED 

GILLIES LIMIT TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO

This is to certify that,

l/ My birth place and date is St. Marys, Ontario, January 17th, 1906. 

I am self-employed and have maintained a residence at Cobalt since 

1959.

2/ I attended the Mining School in Haileybury until 1926, and since 

then have carried out geophysical surveys on mining properties, 

oil structures and for civil engineering purposes in many parts 

of North and South America and in Europe. For the last ten 

years I have specialized on mining examinations in Eastern 

Canada, especially in the Cobalt area.

3/ I am a member in good standing of the Association of Professional 

Engineers of Ontario.

4/ I have no direct nor indirect interest in the property in which
t 

I am reporting, and to which this certificate is attached.

5/ This report is based upon the geophysical field work which I 

supervised on this property during March and April, 1971* and, 

the plotting the geophysical results, together with a personal 

knowledge of the surrounding area.

Douglas Barton, P. Eng. 
Geoiwsicist

Cobalt, Ontario 
April 22nd, 1971
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•4JH) S ECURITIES COMMISSION OR SIMILAR AUTHORITY IN CANADA HAS IN ANY WAY 
iSED UPON THE MERITS OF THE SECURITIES OFFERED HEREUNDER AND ANY 

VRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS AN OFFENCE.

LOBO MINES & EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
Suite 203 -- 350 Bay Street 
Toronto Canada

NEW

M. RASH A CO. LIMITED
Suite 930 - 159 Bay Street 
Toronto Canada

7x
A- ^ui'^

Underwritten
175,000

tinder 
Option

40,000
35,000
23,000
98,000

Price per 
Share

20* 
25* 
30*

- , . r 
Net Proceed!; 11

tqtlie 
Company*

526,250.00 , 
8,000.00 
8,750.00 
6.990.00

S49,900.00

,',-r V''-'" 1

x/ \

Maximum
Offering Price

per Share
toPiiblic

* There is no obligation upon the Underwriter/Optionee to purchase any of the optioned shares and 
no assurance that it will do so.

SECONDARY OFFERING:

75.000 shares issued for the Gillies Limit Township claims (see headings "HISTORY AND 
BUSINESS" and "PRINCIPAL HOLDERS OF SHARES") will be offered for sale to the public by M. 
Rash & Co, Limited. Such offering will only be made providing all of the 175,000 underwritten scares 
and the 98.000 shares are purchased and paid for. The proceeds from the sale thereof will accrue to 
the selling shareholder and not to the treasury of the Company.

PURPOSE OF OFFERING:
The purpose of the offering is to raise funds to implement the exploration program recommended by 
the Company's Consulting Engineer relating to its Gillies Limit Township claims and to provide funds 
for ordinary operating expenses (see heading "USE OF PROCEEDS").

The Underwriter/Optionee, who is also a Broker-Dealer, will offer the aforesaid shares for sale to the 
public, itself as principal, or through Brokers or Broker-Dealers who will be acting as agents and be 
paid commission not exceeding 259k of the selling price of such shares or at the usual brokerage rates 
established by the Toronto Stock Exchange for mining shares, or will sell such shares to security 
dealers at a mark up not exceeding l* per share, which security dealers will then offer the said shares 
to the public as principals.

The Underwriter/Optionee may be said to realize a gross profit in an amount equal to the difference 
between the price paid by it for such shares and the price at which such shares are sold to the public.

THE SHARES OF THE COMPANY ARE SPECULATIVE SECURITIES

There is no market for the shares of the Company

REGISTRAR AND TRANSFER AGENT 
Guaranty Trust Company of Canada 9 

88 University Avenue 
Toronto Canada

THE DATE OF THIS PROSPECTUS IS 1st JUNE, 1971.
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HISTORY AND BUSINESS

Lobo Mines 8i Explorations Limited (hereinafter called "the Company") was incorporated 
pursuant to The Business Corporations Act, Ontario, by Articles of Incorporation dated 6th May, 
1971. Its head office is Suite 203, 350 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario.

By agreement dated as of 7th May, 1971, between the Company and M. Rash Si Co. Limited, 
Suite 930, 159 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario (hereinafter called "Rash") the Company purchased from 
Rash fourteen (14) unpatcnted mining claims situated in Gillies Limit Township, Larder Lake Mining 
Division, Province of Ontario. The consideration was the allotment and issue to Rash of 750,000 fully 
paid and non-assessable shares in the capital stock of the Company of which 75,000 are free of escrow 
and 675,000 are deposited in escrow with the Registrar and Transfer Agent of the Company subject to 
release therefrom with the consent of the Board of Directors of the Company and the Ontario 
Securities Commission and subject to being surrendered for the benefit of the Company if the claims 
are abandoned upon the recommendation of an independent mining engineer or geologist. Prior to the 
acquisition by the Company of the claims, Rash had carried out the following work on the claims:

17.47 miles of line were cut and taped for the positioning of the geophysical survey 
* measurement at a cost of 51,397.60;

A V.L.F. geophysical survey was carried out which with the report and maps cqst SI,380.00; 

A magnetic survey was carried out over 3.36 miles which with the report and maps cost S260.00.

As reimbursement for this work the Company has agreed to pay to Rash the sum of S3,037.60 if 
and when the 40,000 shares under option at 20 cents per share are purchased by 
the Underwriter/Optionee, (see heading "PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION").

The cost to Rash to purchase the claims was 51,700.00. No person other than Rash is entitled to 
a more than 59fc interest of the vendor consideration.

Gillies Limit Township Claims
The fourteen (14) unpatented mining claims referred to above are located in Gillies Limit 

Township, Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario, and are numbered L-295488 - L-295496, L-267124 
- L-267126 and L-266522 - L-266523, all inclusive.

The following is a summary of a report of Douglas Burton, P. Eng., dated 22nd April, 1971. The 
complete report is available for inspection in the public files of the Ontario Securities Commission.

The property is located in Blocks 58, 59, 67 and 68 of Gillies Limit Township and part of the 
claims straddle Highway 11, five miles south of Latchford Bridge. A gas pipe line and the Ontario 
Northland Railway cross the property. There is a lake named Johnson Lake situated on the property 
ensuring ample water supply. The topography is rough with some very steep rock cliffs 50 and 60 feet 
in height. Second growth timber covers most of the property and there is much low-growing bush. The 
claims are underlain by a series of acid to basic lava flows interbedded with tuffs and breccias which 
formations have been folded so they are not in a more or less vertical attitude. Their strike is generally 
east-west. These formations are completely covered by flat-lying Huronian sediments, and diabase of 
unknown thickness on the property.

The Vendor carried out a program of line cutting for the positioning of geophysical survey 
measurements. 17.47 miles of line were cut. Two geophysical surveys were carried out on the claims 
namely a V.L.F. survey and a magnetic survey. Maps were prepared from the surveys showing the

-l-
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APPRAISAL REPORT ON THE PROPERTY OF 

LOBO MINES Se, EXPLORATIONS LIMITED 

GILLIES LIMIT TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO

by 

Robert Thomson

Aug.2,1972 

Introduction

Following telephone conversations with Mr. Wilfred 

Walker with regard to the prospecting project of Lobo Mines 

Se. Explorations Limited in and near Block 5#, Gillies Limit 

township, Ontario the writer agreed to undertake an apprais 

al of the geophysical work and diamond drilling carried 

out by Douglas Burton and reported to the.company in three 

reports as follows:

1971 April; Heport on the VLF and the Magnetic Geophysical 

Surveys on the property of Lobo MineS& Explorations 

Limited. In Blocks 5# and 59* and, 67 and 63 Gillies 

Limit Township, Ontario with Maps numbered 71-75-1,-2and - 3 

1972, January; Report on the Diamond Drilling completed to 

January 20th, 1972 on the property of Lobo Mines Se, 

Explorations Limited. Gillies Limit township, Ontario. 

with Mapsnumbered 71-73-l and -2.

1972, July 14; Supplementary Report on the Drilling completed 

to June 20th, 1972 on the property of Lobo Mines Se. 

Explorations Limited, Gillies Limit township, Ontario, 

with Diagrams numbered 72-&3-1 and -2,
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Appraisal was wanted of Burton's conclusions and 

recommendations (1972, July 14, p.13): Mlf further explorat 

ion is carried out on this property it is recommended that 

it be laid out to explore below the geophysical anomaly at 

Hole No.2, at approximately the position where three form- 

ational contacts come together; where the diabase cuts the 

erosional contact of the basement rocks and the conglomer 

ate. The zone to be explored is about 500 feet below the 

surface."

Two questions are involved:

1. Should diamond drilling be undertaken to explore below 

the geophysical anomaly at Drill Hole No.2?

2. Should further exploration be carried out on the property? 

Recommendations

In answer to Question l, the present writer recommends 

that no diamond drilling below the geophysical anomaly at 

Hole No. 2 be undertaken.

The writer has difficulty in answering Question 2. 

In general the abandonment of a property on which geophysical 

and diamond drilling has been done but no geological survey 

or prospecting program does not seem to be in order. If 

there is an obligation to spend further money on the property 

the expenditure night advantageously be put on geological 

examination. If there is no obligation to spend money on 

the property an expenditure of up to &1500 on geological 

work and prospecting would furnish insurance that nothing 

easily accessible at surface is being overlooked. If this 

should reveal no encouraging features the property might
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be held so long as no further assessment work is required;

if nothing has turned up to change the situation by that 

time the property should be abandoned. Suggestions on the 

nature of the geological work is given later under the 

heading "Further prospecting." 

Property Twork done, writer's credentials

The property consists of 14 claims numbered as follows: 

266522 and 3; 267124 to 267126 inclusive; 295433 to 295496 

inclusive.

The writer has not examined the property. He was 

engaged by D. Burton to log drill holes Nos. 6 and 7; the 

,ogs of these are incorporated in,Burton's Report (1972,July 14)

In 1967 the writer was-retired from being Resident 

Geologist for the Ontario Dept. of Mines, stationed at 

Cobalt. ''Jhile Resident Geologist^, whiph position he held for 

more than 20 years, he was in touch with most of the prosp 

ecting done in the vicinity of Johnson lake as :at the Cobalt 

camp generally. , - . ' .- ', 

History

Information is not available to the writer on the
J

"ruling reason" for acquisition of the property by Lobo 

Mines and such information wou^d be helpful in deciding the 

nature and extent of prospecting programs. Presumably 

silver-cobalt deposits are the ones to be sought on the prop 

erty but the writer knows of no silver-cobalt occurrences 

within five miles of the property. The writer has heard .. 

rumors of silver-cobalt occurrences near Johnson lake but 

his attempts to follow these up were unsuccessful.
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In 1962 claims covering in part at least the site of 

Lobo Mines and Explorations property were staked and pros 

pected under the supervision of R.I. Benner. The prime 

reason for staking was presumably the presence of chlorite 

spotting in the Cobalt Group sediments. Apparently some 

geophysical (ratiograph) work was done but the writer has 

no record of this. Three drill holes (total footage 721) 

were put down in the southwest corner of Claim T4#704 which 

appears to occupy part of the area of claim 295496( a Lobo 

Mines claim). The results of this drilling are on file 

(under the designation "Benner-Johnson East'9 at the Ontario 

Dept. of Mines Resident Geologist office at Kirkland Lake; 

No assay returns are recorded and presumably no significant 

vein was intersected. Burton notes the "Area of 1962 drilling*1 

on his map 72-S3-1 as being about 200 to 600 feet east of 

Post 2, Claim 295496. ,, ,; -.. ,

In view of the abandonment of the claims by Benner 

and in view of the absence of any VLF anpmalies, being discov 

ered by Burton( 1971 plans 71-75-1 and 20 it would appear 

that the work done on Benner-Johnson East was not encour 

aging.

In Block 59, Claim 32969 ( straddling Hignway No.11 

and about the central part of the block) was part of the 

Morgan-Eveson property in 1953. The claim is about one half 

mile west of the Lobo Mines property. In Claim 32969 during 

1953 a quartz vein in altered Keewatin rock and containing 

chalcopyrite, pyrite, magnetite and specularite was being 

investigated.



This is the nearest occurrence to the Lobo Mines prop- - 

erty of economic mineral occurrence that the writer knpws of. 

Chlorite spotting

In the writer's opinion chlorite spotting is an encour 

aging indication of the possibility of silver-cobalt occurr 

ence but unless corroborated by other features does not 

warrant extensive and expensive drilling.

Logs of the seven holes drilled by Lobo Mines record 

the presence of only very minor amounts of chlorite spotting. 

This affords little encouragement for further work. 

VLF anomalies,faults t and fracture zones

Four linear zones of VLF anomalies {representing more 

electrical conductive zones) were shown by Burton's surveys. 

A northwesterly trending zone along Johnson lake was shown 

by drilling to correspond to a fault( the Montreal River-
.. " ' m , \ j

Bay Lake fault); the other three zone's had directions about 

east-west and presumably corresponded to zones of fractur 

ing. The easterly-westerly zones of VLF anomalies corres 

pond roughly with the direction of bays in Johnson lake; 

it appears that lineaments on this, property give good 

indications of the positions of zones of fracturing.

The vicinity of intersections of certain faults and 

fracture zones at the Cobalt camp have contained ore deposits 

{as for instance the vicinity of intersection of the Cobalt 

Lake fault and Fault 64) and this relationship is helpful 

in prospecting.

Lobo Mines Drill Hole 7 tested one fault-fracture zone 

intersection. Another fault-fracture zone intersection lies
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at about O N 1400 E (see Plan 71-75-1 in Burton's 1971 Reoort) 

Investigation of this would involve deep drilling from ice 

on Johnson lake- it is not recommended. The third fault- 

fracture zone intersection {at about f 2200 S #00) is not 

precisely defined. Investigating this would also involve 

drilling from ice on Johnson lake. In view of the Cobalt 

Group sediments over Nipissing diabase contact coming to 

rock surface nearby deep drilling would not be required. 

The writer does not recommend this hole.

Question of diamond drilling below the VLFanomalv at Drill 

Hole No.2

Burton (1972-July 14, p.12) has suggested exploration 

of a zone about 500 feet below surface. In the present 

writer's opinion prospecting for silver-cobalt veins at* 

depths of 500 feet below surface by drilling from surface 

is likely to be ineffective because the silver-cobalt veins 

are vertical and the silver-cobalt shoots of restricted 

length in a vertical direction.

The geological situation at Johnson lake of Cobalt 

Group sediments overlying Keewatin rocks which in turn 

overlie the Nipissing diabase sill is of rare occurrence 

near Cobalt and at the Cobalt camp no silver-cobalt veins 

have been found in the Cobalt Group sediments above the 

Nipissing sill. In the Gowganda silver area (about 70 miles 

westerly of Cobalt) one highly productive , the Millerett, 

was found in Cobalt Group sediments resting on Keewatin 

which overlay Nipissing diabase. In downward extension 

from the Cobalt Group sediments into the Keewatin, the



Millerett vein was not productive. Whether* the Cobalt Group 

sediments, the Keewatin rocks, or the Nipissing diabase on 

the Lobo Mines property is the most likely host rock for 

silver-cobalt veins is unknown and this uncertainty coupled 

with the certainty of high expense for drilling makes such 

prospecting unattractive.

It is noteworthy that Lobo Mines Drill Hole No.2 

(Burton Report 1972,Jan.) did not show chlorite spotting. 

Further Prospecting

Burton's statement (1972, p.13)". vv favorable conditions 

for silver near the diabase-conglomerate contact on this 

property." is in accord with the generality that in the
t '-- '

Cobalt camp the vicinity of the upper contact of the 

Nipissing sill is a good place to prospect for silver and 

cobalt and merits more than usually careful search. The
i i! ' ; " .1

' : - t ' ;

present writer suggests that on surface at Lobo Mines this 

contact (where accessible ) be carefully mapped on scale
- . ; "".\ ,"^ r'V..\

one inch to 200 feet and the vicinity (say 500 feet on either 

side) be carefully prospected for veins and silver-cobalt 

occurrences. The purpose of the careful mapping is to 

discover faults which displace the contact and which may 

contain silver-cobalt deposits. The picket lines used for 

the geophysical work, possibly reblazed and remarked, might 

be used for this.

The westerly extensions (away from Johnson lake) of the 

VLF anomalous zones might be examined carefully. In particular 

the westerly extension of the anomaly at about S1400 E 1200 

should be looked over since it is near the Cobalt Group



Nipissing diabase contact and further is on Lobo Mines 

property. The extensions of the other two anomalous zones 

are off Lobo Mines property but might be examined and if 

anything of economic interest turned up the ground could 

be staked.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert Thomson
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'- Report on Geological Work-1972 

Lobo Mines Se. Explorations Ltd. 

Abstract

A small amount of geological work on the Lobo Mines fc 

Exploration Gillies Limit property indicated places where a 

small amount of further work- in particular geochemical 

investigation- is warranted. No direct evidence of silver- 

cobalt deposits was found by the survey. A geological plan, 

dated Oct.4/72 and accompanying this report, of what appears 

to be the most favourable part of the property delineates 

geological features significant for prospecting.

The writer recommends that geochemical work and related 

prospecting be carried out on certain restricted areas, listed 

later in the report. The total cost of this further work 

might be limited to ^750.

Introduction

It is assumed that a previous report Appraisal Report on 

the Property of Lobo Mines Se Explorations Limited, Gillies 

Limit Township, Ontario by Robert Thomson, Aug.2,1972-- 

is available as well as the therein listed reports on 

geophysical work and diamond drilling by Douglas E. Burton, 

Much of the material in these is not repeated here.

Previous work had shown that many geological features 

on the Lobo property were similar to those at productive 

silver-cobalt c--amps but had failed to discover any truly 

significant silver-cobalt occurrence. The intersections 

giving assay returns in Drill-holes Lobo 71-3 and 72-6 are 

of doubtful significance.



The writer's recommendations (Report of Aug.2/72,p.2) 

that a small amount of geological work be done to permit 

trustworthy decisions whether (1) to continue prospecting 

or (2) to stop further work, were accepted and the writer 

was instructed to carry out the work.

Certain picket lines run by Ted Brown, North Cobalt, 

for the geophysical work were cleaned out and remarked by 

Ted Brown. ;

The remarked lines were traversed by the writer and the 

results of the work incorporated in the present report and 

accompanying map dated Oct.4/72 which is referred to in this 

report as the Oct.4/72 map. Approximately 9 days in August 

and September were spent in field work and 7 days in office 

work.

General Geology

Solid rock outcropping and immediately below overburden 

on the Lobo property includes gently dipping Proterozoic 

Precambrian sediments of the Cobalt group which were intruded 

by a diabase intrusive sheet (the Nipissing sill) also with 

gentle dips in general.

On the Lobo property the upper formation of the ^obalt 

group the Lorrain quartzite-- is exposed on Claim L266523 

as is shown on the Oct.4/72 map. The lowest formation of 

the Cobalt group the Coleman formation, made up of conglom 

erate, greywacke, and arkose, which vary greatly over short 

distances occurs over much of the property.

On the Lobo property the Nipissing diabase is a north- 

dipping sheet occurring at surface on the south and east part



of the property and occurring at depth north and west of this. 

The sheet on Lobo property is the south part of a much larger 

feature-a basin-shaped intrusive whose rudely circular out 

line at surface is about S miles in diameter.

The top contact,of the Nipissing sill, which is assumed 

to have a thickness of about 1000 feet, is shown on the 

Oct.4/72 map; the bottom contact is exposed only in the 

southeast corner of the property (in Claim L266523).

Structural Geology

The rocks mentioned above have been disturbed by faults, 

the surface traces of .which commonly show prominently in 

the topography. Rectilinear topographic elements such as 

elongate lakes, bays, valleys, or depressions are commonly 

referred to as lineaments. Many lineaments can be shown to 

follow the surface trace of faults; thus Lobo D.H. No.7 

showed that the lineament along the northeast shore of Johnson 

lake and along Summit lake, Bay lake, and Montreal river to 

the north follows the trace of the Montreal River-Bay Lake 

fault. That the lineaments commonly follow faults is due 

to the greater susceptibility to erosion of rocks which have 

been fractured by fault movements. A lineament is commonly 

the only evidence visible at surface of a fault.

Lineaments on the Lobo property are shown on the Oct.4/72 

map. The lineaments shown are thought to be related to 

faults but these faults have not been resolved that is the 

amount of the displacements has not been determined. 

Many of the lineaments on the Lobo property can be assigned 

to one or other of three types as follows:



(1) Northwesterly, striking regional lineaments exemplified 

by the Montreal River-Bay Lake fault. This is one of a 

set of .near-parallel faults with northwesterly strike

- . and strongly marked lineaments traceable for over a 

hundred miles. The Lake Timiskaming fault is possibly 

the best known one of this set; it has a displacement of

i, about SOO feet with the northeast side down; the

800-foot displacement is post-Silurian in age, that is 

after emplacement of the silver-cobalt veins was finished; 

whether pre-rnineral movement occurred along the fault 

is conjectural.

(2) Northeasterly striking lineaments as the lineament 

through Lobo D.H. Ho.3 in the northwest corner of 

Claim L 266522, the one through the southeast corner of 

L267126, and the one through L32E 2000N. These lin 

eaments are local compared to the regional ones mentioned 

above.

(3) Northerly striking lineaments as the one in the east 

part of Claim L267126 and that through the pond in 

the central part of Claim L 26?124.

In addition to these are others not readily assigned to any 

set as for instance the one along the northwest arm of Johnson 

lake (in Claim L2954&9.

Economic Geology

Silver is the only metal sought on the Lobo property; 

cobalt because it usually accompanies silver in this type of 

vein is of subsidiary interest.



Direct, evidence of ̂ silver-cobalt occurrence on Lobo property

The property ,is a mere prospect in that no occurrence 

of silver or cobalt of economic importance is known. 

Whether the highest assay returns reported to-date:

Drill-hole Lobo 71-3, Sample 71-3-220, at 220.5 footage,
Ag. 

2 inches of core, Assay return 4.6 oz./ton, check assay

0.6 oz./ton; in the log footage 220.0-227.0 described as 

Nipissing diabase "fractured, altered FeO on slips, 

irregular calcite stringers."

Drill-hole No.6 Sample B4402-from footage 221.5to 224.5, 

Coleman conglomerate with "rusty irregular slips with 

calcite" j Assay return of 0.11 oz. silver /ton.

are significant is debatable; they are not encouraging.

Apart from the above intersections little of an encouraging

nature is recorded in the drill logs.

The present writer in the course of his geological work

in August and September kept a watch for calcite veins on the

property and such were seen at two places:

(1) In Claim L2954S9 in a railway cut on the O.N.R white 

calcite veinlets to 3/4 inch with irregular northwest 

strik cut through Coleman conglomerate. No metallic 

mineral was seen in the veins ina cursory examination 

nor did they seem attractive. Preumably these well- 

exposed veinlets had been examined carefully many times 

and do not merit further examination.

(2) On unstaked ground on the east side of Highway No,11

and about 59 feet north of Lobo Claim L267124 chalcopyrite, 

pyrite, and specularite are in veinlets to 3/4 inch wide 

cutting the Coleman conglomerate and also as irregular



areas within- the conglomerate. Spotted chlorite alteration 

is well developed within a few feet of the veins. Minor amounts 

of calcite are associated with fracturing in the rock at this 

vicinity. The writer did not think that further work was 

warranted at this vicinity. 

Old work.

Presumably the ground now contained in the Lobo property 

was prospected carefully since the discovery of silver at 

Cobalt in 1903. Evidence of former work seen by the writer in 

the course of his August-September 1972 geological work 

consisted of two small trenches near the north line of Claim 

L295494. Presumably the early prospectors did not find 

occurrences they considered worth investigating by trenching. 

Indirect evidence of silver-cobalt occurrence on Lobo property.

Indirect evidence suggesting the presence of silver- 

cobalt deposits on the property is the presence of geological 

features which are known to be associated with profitable 

deposits at the silver camps in the Timiskaming area. Such 

features included the presence of Nipissing diabase intruding 

Coleman formation sediments, the presence of faults, the 

presence of spotted chlorite alteration. These indirect 

evidences should yield direct evidence of silver-cobalt 

occurrence after a reasonable amount of prospecting if a 

property has merit. 

Faulting;.

Although the precise part that faulting plays in the 

formation of silver-cobalt deposits is not evident at present 

a property without faults would presumably have no deposits. 

Some faults at the Cobalt camp.ihave intimate spacial relations



with the silver deposits; for others the relations are obscure 

or absent.

Probably the best defined type of fault near the Cobalt 

camp is that exemplified by the Lake Timiskaming fault; to 

this type the Montreal River-Bay Lake fault on the Lobo 

property belongs. Although certain well-known geologists, as 

C.W. Knight, have considered the Lake Timiskaming fault as 

related to silver-cobalt veins the present writer regards 

the relationship as unpvroved and unlikely. Burton, following 

Knight's lead, regarded the vicinity of the Montreal River- 

Bay Lake fault as a good place to prospect for silver-cobalt 

veins and Lobo drill-holes Nos.4,5, and 7 were put down with 

this in mind. The present writer concludes that extensive 

prospecting of the vicinity of the Montreal River-Bay Lake 

fault is not warranted despite the geophysical anomalies 

along it.

The best known fault at the Cobalt camp is the Cobalt Lake 

fault which has a northeasterly strike and is a reverse fault 

with large displacement and varied dip. The close relation 

ship to silver-cobalt veins is shown by such veins being in the 

fault as well as closely adjacent. A very important relationship 

is that productive veins are not spread uniformly along the fault 

but are restricted to where the Cobalt -^ake fault is intersected 

by other faults. 

Drill-hole No.3 lineament near the drill-hole

The nature of the faults at the Lobo property is largely 

unknown; their existence is predicated on lineaments. 

Nontheless any possible relationship that may be of assistance



in prospecting should be considered. On the basis that the 

northeasterly lineament through D.H. No.3 and also the north 

easterly lineament through the southwest part of Claim L266522 

may have some of the attributes of the Cobalt Lake fault, 

they warrant prospecting. One place along the Drill-hole No.3 

lineament which should be investigated is at the northeast 

corner of Claim L267126; at this place a conductive zone was 

indicated by the geophysical survey; further a northerly 

lineament intersects the Drill-hole No'.3 lineament.

A well defined northeasterly directed lineament lies 

about 500 feet north of the Drill-hole No.3 lineament and 

just beyond the east line of the Lobo property; it is on 

132E at 2000N. The L32E,2000N lineament is along the 

Coleman-Nipissing contact. Burton (Report of. July Ik/72 to 

Lobo Mines ...,p.9) mentions the three drill holes turned in 

for assessment work in 1962,on Claim T4#704 as being !in the 

vicinity of N1900 E3200.'Burton mention the presence nearby 

of chlorite spotting. The present writer has never examined 

the location of this drilling; a brief search-for it recently 

was unsuccessful. 

Prill-hole No.3 lineament near L32E f 1400N and lineament through

L32E.2000N: these are east of Claim 2Q54Q6 

The writer recommends that further work be done in the 

vicinity of Drill-hole No.3 lineament as well as in the vicinity 

of the lineament at L32E,2000 N. These are outside of the 

Lobo property; if favourable results are obtained ground might 

be staked. 

Highway No.11. North of Claim L 267124

At Highway'11 at about 50 feet north of the north line of
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Claim L267124 a northeasterly striking fault (with dip 2S degrees 

south) and fracture zone cuts through Coleman conglomerate and 

greywacke. Veinlets {to 3/4 inch wide) with chalcopyrite, 

pyrite and specularite are in the immediate vicinity and a five 

foot thickness of greywacke shows well -developed chlorite 

spotting. The southwesterly extension of this fault would 

intersect a northerly-striking fault at about L20W,300S and 

this is within a few hundred feet of the Nipissing-Coleman 

contact. Prospecting and geochemical work in the vicinity 

of L20W,300S is recommended. 

Chlorite spotting

Evaluation of the economic significance of chlorite spotting 

alteration is difficult. At present an extensive prospecting 

program based on the widespread and intense development of 

chlorite spotting and some sulfide mineralization is being 

carried out in the south part of Lorrain township by the 

well-known Cobalt geologist R.I.Benner.

On the Lobo property the possible significance of such 

spotting has not been disregarded. On the property or very near 

to it spotting has been found at three places:

(1) At Highway No.11 north of Claim L267124

(2) In Lobo Drill-hole No.3 in the southwest corner of Claim 

295493.

(3) East of Claim 295496 in the vicinity of L32E,2000N

I^ear these places prospecting has oeen recommended by the writer.

Minor structures with possible economic significance

At the Cobalt camp veins which are not plainly exposed are 

indicated in places by minor structures as open fractures ,
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(or fissures) and rock shoulders. The writer shows under 

"Symbols" on the Oct. 4/72 map symbols for these minor structures 

and these are shown on the map. Where these are shown a minor 

amount of follow-up prospecting and the collection of geochenical 

samples is recommended. It may be noted that the two places 

on Lobo property where old trenches were found (Claim 295494 

L28e,1003) they were on such minor structures. 

Nummary and places where work is recommended

The August-September geological work did not find direct 

evidence of silver-cobalt deposits on the Lobo, property but 

gave indirect evidence .of where they might be sought. The 

writer 'feels this indirect evidence warrants a small amount' 

of additional work. If this additional work is carried out 

and gives no encouragement cessation of woi-k on the property 

is suggested. -

Places on the Lobo property where work is recommended include:

(1) Northeast corner of Claim 267126

(2) East of Claim L295496 in the vicinity of L32E,1400N and 

e\ also 2000N.

(3) Claim 267124, in the vicinity of L20W 200S.

(4) Prospecting and possible geochemical sampling of minor 

structures of possible economic significance shown on 

Oct^/72 map.

Respectfully submitted

Robert Thomson
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